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Introduction
Ménière’s disease (MD) is a chronic illness of the inner ear with an 

incidence, in Europe about 50-200/100.000 a year.1 It is characterised 
by intermittent episodes of vertigo lasting from minutes to hours, 
with sensor neural, usually fluctuating, hearing loss, tinnitus, and 
aural pressure. Diagnosis is mainly based on clinical course and MD 
is usually considered as a multifactorial disease, thus there are not 
yet evidences for a specific treatment.2,3 The inner ear comprehends 
hearing and balance sensory organs it is deeply embedded into the petro 
us part of the temporal bone, its blood supply is provided through the 
labyrinthine artery, a branch of the anterior inferior cerebellar artery 
(>85% cases) or basilar artery (<15% cases), its drainage is formed 
by the labyrinthine veins that flow, via the inferior petro us sinus, 
into the Internal Jugular Veins (IJVs).4 The luminal compartment 
of the inner ear, known as the endolymphatic space, is separated by 
the abluminal compartment, the perilymphatic space, through highly 
specialized epithelial cells with tight junctions. The fluid volume 
within the bony labyrinth remains constant. Changes in the volumes 
of the endolymphatic and perilymphatic compartments are responses 
to osmotic gradients between the compartments themselves.5 
MD is characterized by impairment of this balance between the 
compartments causing the so called Endolymphatic Hydrops (EH), 
usually considered the pathogenesis of MD. The EH associated with 
Ménière’s disease has been correlated to many etiological factors able 
to alter the endolymphatic homeostasis, such as abnormalities in end 
lymph production or absorption,6 cervico-cephalic venous drainage 
impairment7‒9 genetic anomalies, allergies,10 viral infections11 and 
autoimmunity or inflammatory processes.12 It has been suggested that 
certain cases of MD may have an altered immunological background, 
which may be attributable to an autoimmune mechanism that depends 
on humoral and/or cellular responses leading to an altered blood-
labyrinth barrier.13 The underlying mechanism of EH is still debated, 
with some researches in favour of a purely hydraulic mechanism and 
others hypothesizing a control mechanism of ionic balance. Hydraulic 
hypothesis supports ES surgical treatment while Control hypothesis a 
pharmachologic and dietary approach.

An intriguing case report 
We observed a particularly successfully complete resolution of MD 

in a young woman after tonsillectomy, an absolute atypical approach 
to this kind of disorder. Marta C was affected with an absolute right 
hearing loss occurred during infancy probably caused by a “viral” 
infection. When she was 21 Marta begun to manifest typical Ménière 
attacks with involvement of the left, healthy, ear. This condition is 
also called Delayed Hydrops, which is a MD that occurs many years 
after a sudden hearing loss.14 Generally speaking, involvement of 
the healthy ear is probably due to a cochlear autoimmune response 
activated by the initial viral infection.15 In the same period she 
began to alternate typical MD spells and “typical” acute tonsillitis. 
Antibiotics were effective during tonsillitis but they did not prove to 
be effective to prevent the acute episodes. Throat specimen during 
acute episodes and between them was always negative for a bacterial 
origin of chronic tonsillitis. On the other hand, an enzyme-linked 
immunosorbent assay (ELISA) was used to detect antibodies (IgM and 
IgG) to Herpes simplex type 1-2 (HSV-1, HSV-2), cytomegalovirus 
(CMV), varicella-zoster virus (VZV) and Ebstein-Barr (EBV). The 
presence of high level of CMV IgG was detected. On the basis of 
clinical and laboratory results the patient underwent tonsillectomy. 
Ménière attacks immediately stopped and after more than 10 years 
follow-up no more vertigo attacks occur and left, health, hearing is 
completely normal. Evidently, tonsillectomy removed infective foci 
able to activate a counter-inner ear response. However, the question 
is which is the putative link between palatine tonsils infections and 
Ménière Disease? 

Some further considerations about MD and 
immune system 

A similar question regards the role of virus and the role of allergy 
in MD pathogenesis A viral cause of MD has been sustained by some 
Authors. Gacek, for instance16,17 hypnotized a vestibular ganglionitis or 
a vestibular neuropathy induced by Herpes infections or re-activations 
. In our experience only in one case we could sustain a direct action 
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Abstract

Ménière’s disease (MD) is a chronic illness of the inner ear. It is characterised by 
intermittent episodes of vertigo lasting from minutes to hours, with sensor neural, 
usually fluctuating, hearing loss, tinnitus, and aural pressure. Diagnosis is mainly 
based on clinical course and MD is usually considered as a multifactorial disease. 
Thus there are not yet evidences of a specific treatment. Authors start from a particular 
case of MD patient that was completely healed after tonsillectomy, an absolute unusual 
treatment for this kind of disease. On the basis of Literature and their studies about 
the role of vascular, viral, allergologic and immunologic disorders in MD patients, 
Authors speculates about the Brain Lymphatic System as an unitary explanation of 
the effects of infective foci, like chronic palatine tonsils, viral infections, inner ear 
epitopes activation and allegro-immunologic disturbances in MD pathogenesis. This 
kind of approach, in the aim of the Authors, may help to better planning a tailored 
treatment for the patient.
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of virus in MD when we had been able to measure anti-VZV IgM and 
IgG and Anti Heath Shock Protein (HSP)-70 antibodies in a patient in 
which both the early phase of VZV manifestation and a typical MD 
acute attack occurred at the same time.18 If a viral direct action on 
inner ear lacks of laboratory support, the role of allergy in MD seems 
more evident and sustainable. Derebery and Berliner describe three 
theories related to allergy in MD that focus on inflammation within 
the endolymphatic sac.19 First, the endolymphatic sac contains a 
fenestrated blood supply that may allow antigen entry leading to mast 
cell degranulation and inflammation. A second proposed mechanism 
involves circulating immune complexes that enter endolymphatic 
sac circulation and the stria vascularis leading to inflammation and 
increased permeability as well as fluid balance disruption. A final 
theory pertains to a viral antigen-allergic interaction. Viruses have 
been shown to exacerbate allergic symptoms by enhancing histamine 
release and can damage epithelial surfaces as well as trigger T-cell 
migration to the endolymphatic sac.20

The question remains the same

How viruses may be effectively removed by the inner ear? 

Both inhalant and food allergies have been associated with Di 
Beradino et al.21 verified the incidence of gliadin IgE hypersensitivity21 
and the effectiveness of gluten-free diet in MD patients.22 To sum up, 
also in the case of allergy a unitary explanation of damage and repair 
mechanisms seems to lack. 

The putative role of brain lymphatic system 
Brain tissues are composed of three compartments

Parenchyma (neural and glial cells), vascular system and then 
interstitial system (ISS). The brain ISS is an irregular, tortuous 
and narrow space among neural cells and capillaries and contains 
interstitial fluid (ISF) and extracellular matrix (ECM).23 Cerebro 
Spinal Fluid (CSF) and ISF are strictly functionally connected. It has 
been suggested that Cerebro Spinal Fluid (CSF) formation occurs by 
filtration and flux of fluid through the capillary walls, and that the 
respective volumes of CSF and interstitial fluid mainly depend on 
hydrostatic and osmotic forces between the CSF and brain parenchyma 
created by gradients of proteins and inorganic ions across the capillary 
membrane. CSF and ISF are continuously interchanging and the 
volume occupied by each compartment depends on hydrostatic and 
osmotic forces. This exchange is facilitated by convective influx of 
CSF along the periarterial space. From the subarachnoid space, CSF 
is driven into the Virchow-Robin spaces by a combination of arterial 
pulsatility, respiration, slow vasomotion, and CSF pressure gradients. 
The loose fibrous matrix of the perivascular space can be viewed as a 
low resistance highway for CSF influx. The cranial cavity is a space 
of fixed volume in which fluids are functionally connected: variations 
in intracranial blood volume produce fluctuations of intracranial 
pressure and, consequently, exchange of CSF between the intracranial 
and spinal subarachnoid spaces. 

Brain ISF is a water solvent that contains ions, gaseous molecules 
and organic molecules bathing and surrounding the neural cells. ICF 
may be considered another pathway, besides arterial blood flow, to 
provide the substances that brain cells need for their metabolism. 
Furthermore, ISF is one of the most important drainage pathways of the 
clearance waste cerebral products of brain metabolism, including the 
inner ear, on top of the venous system. The waste clearance ISF based 
system has been called lymphatic System (GS).24 GS is a macroscopic 

waste clearance system that uses the perivascular tunnels, formed 
by astroglial cells, to promote efficient removal of soluble proteins 
and metabolites from the central nervous system. Three potentials 
ways have been suggested23 one runs along the wall of the ventricle 
through epyndemal cells, anther exists at the surface of the brain and 
spinal cord via pia-glial membranes; these two pathways involve 
direct exchanges between ISF and CSF the third pathway is the blood 
vessel wall, where ISF flows within the basement membrane directly 
opposite to blood flow and eventually reaching the deep cervical 
lymph nodes through the olfactory bulb and nasal lymphatics. Very 
recently25 a GS disorder h6s been specifically considered as potential 
mechanism underling open-angle glaucoma. In this eye disorder, even 
if path physiology remains uncertain, the lamina cribrosa seems to 
be the primary site of injury. Lamina cribrosa is a route by which GS 
promotes elimination of interstitial solutes, including beta-amyloid, 
along paravascular channels from the brain to the nose. Thus, it has 
been hypnotized that primary open-angle glaucoma may result from 
the restriction of normal Glymphatic flow at the level of lamina 
cribrosa. The role of a GS disturbance has been taken in account also 
for Ménière Disease pathogenesis26 because the cochlear aqueduct and 
the internal auditory canal communicate with the subarachnoid space 
from where CSF is driven into the Virchow-Robin spaces. GS works 
mainly during sleep and it is largely disengaged during wakefulness.27 
Nakayama et al.28 found in 35 patients that total sleeping time 
was significantly higher than in controls. Nevertheless, they also 
showed in these patients, for the first time, a poor quality of sleep 
with decreased deep sleep and an elevated arousal index allowing 
speculating an impairment of GS at least in some patients affected 
with MD. However, as far as the present case report regards, in our 
opinion, more than GS, is the Brain Lymphatic System (BLS) that has 
to be taken in account to understand as un unique phenomenon direct 
or undirected, through the activation of inner ear epitopes,29 the action 
of virus, allergic and immune reaction, and the resulting preventive 
actions. A true lymphatic vascular system draining brain interstitial 
fluids and macromolecules has been very recently described.30 

Generally speaking, BLS is formed by a network of lymphatic vessels 
in the dura mater of the Central Nervous System (CNS) that drains out 
via the foramina of the skull base itself alongside arteries, specifically 
the major branches of the middle and anterior meningeal arteries and 
the pterygopalatine artery, cranial nerves, specifically I, V, IX, X and 
XIth, and veins. Lymphatic vessels have been observed in the dural 
lining of the cribriform plate where some vessels pass into the nose.31

Dura mater32,33 lymphatic vessels drains brain ISF into deep 
cervical lymph-nodes. Variations in intracranial blood volume34 may 
potentially influence also Brain Lymphatic System (BLS).35 Recently, 
Louveau et al.36 underlined that the presence of a lymphatic system 
draining the CNS potentially offers a new player and a new avenue 
for therapy in neurological disorders, specifically multiple sclerosis 
and Alzheimer’s disease. Similarly Lei Y et al.23 emphasized the 
potential role of ISF to better deliver specific drugs to brain cells 
taking in account that neural cells occupy only 70-80% of the total 
brain volume, the vascular system and ISS together form the brain 
microenvironment and ISF alone occupies 15-20% of the total brain 
volume. Both Authors23‒36 suggested that neurological afflictions can 
be viewed as diseases with a neuro-lympho-vascular component and 
should be therapeutically targeted as such. This kind of approach may 
be extended to MD treatment, too. The lymphatic vessels run down 
toward the skull base also along the transverse sinus, the sigmoid sinus, 
the retrosigmoid vein and the rostral rhinal vein. The endolymphatic 
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sac is placed on the posterior surface of the petro us portion of 
the temporal bone where is in contact with the dura mater. The 
endolymphatic duct and endolymphatic sac play both an absorptive 
and secretory role, as well as phagocytic and immunodefensive 
functions: the endolymphatic sac is capable of antigen recognition 
and processing for initiation of an immune response.37,38 Subject to 
the above, some brain lymphatic vessels pass through the skull into 
the nasal mucosa and it is well known the correlation between MD 
and nose disorders.39 Nose and deep cervical lymp nodes therefore 
are common stations on which converge brain and inner ear waste 
products both via the GS and the BLS. The case reported in this paper 
seems strictly connected with the experiments conducted in mice that 
showed how impairment of these lymph-nodes compromises CNS 
macromolecule clearance.35 The interconnection of brain lymphatics 
with both the nasal mucosa and the deep cervical lymph-nodes allows 
T-cells and viruses to easily circulate into the brain40 and therefore 
in the inner ear too. This connection between Brain Lymphatic 
System and deep cervical limph-nodes seems to support the action 
of allergic reactions,41 viruses and immunological complex42 directly 
arising form the upper airways on the inner ear. Di Berardino et al.43 
have recently shown that MD patients present also reduced nasal 
mucous clearance (NCS).44 Slowing of clearance of allergens or other 
potentially dangerous agents from the nose and the upper airways 
may reduce protective action of cervical lymph-nodes and therefore 
facilitate sensitization of the inner ear that becomes a hypersensitive 
target of the immune response to antigen, immuno-complexes and 
viruses, as speculated it might happen in the CNS.35 In other words, 
tonsillectomy in the reported case, accidentally, produced the removal 
of specific Infective/irritative foci that sustained MD.

Conclusion 
A Brain Lymphatic System based interpretation of MD 

pathogenesis leads to a specific therapeutic approach to MD patients 
because it allows understanding some of the factors to be known 
playing a significant role in MD.

As a consequence, brain lymphatic system based 
treatment requires

i. Prompt and accurate treatment of middle ear infections like 
otitis media

ii. Accurate treatment of nasal and paranasal sinuses disorders 
particularly paying attention to restore an effective nasal 
mucous clearance

iii. Accurate treatment of potentially irritative or infective foci in 
the head or the neck, e.g tonsillitis or odontostomatological 
disturbances

iv. Specific allergic desensitization using vaccine for inhalants and 
appropriate diet for food allergies 

v. Prevention of viral re-activation of cranial nerves neuritis, e.g 
sensor neural sudden hearing loss, vestibular neuritis or facial 
palsy.45,46
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